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The Branch are delighted to announce that 

the Annual Christmas Members Cinema treat 

is returning this year with free tickets to two 

movies. 

Encanto is the new Disney is about the    

Madrigals who are an extraordinary family 

who live hidden in the mountains of Colombia 

in a charmed place called the Encanto.  

The magic of the Encanto has blessed every 

child in the family with a unique gift -- every 

child except Mirabel.  However, she soon may 

be the Madrigals last hope when she          

discovers that the magic surrounding the   

Encanto is now in danger.  

Boxing Day follows Melvin, a British author 

living in America, who returns home to     

London for Christmas to introduce his    

American fiancée, Lisa, to his eccentric     

British-Caribbean family. Their relationship is 

put to the test as she discovers the world her 

fiancée has left behind.  

 

When are the showings?  

Encanto, Saturday and Sunday mornings, 

11.30 am, Doors will open at 10.45am  

Boxing Day, Saturday evening, 7.30pm, Doors 

will open at 7pm,  

Boxing Day, Sunday afternoon, 2.30pm, 

Doors will open at 2pm.  

How many tickets can you get?  

Each member can get four tickets for the 

morning shows (one event each member) and 

two tickets for the evening and afternoon 

showings (one event each member).  

How can you book your free tickets?  

Please note that tickets are to be ordered 

online and allocated seats will be booked. 

Full details are available on the Branch     

website, Facebook and Twitter pages.  

Tickets will be available from Thursday 11th 

November 2021  

You will be asked to confirm your name,    

employer, Unison Membership number and a 

Contact number.  

How do you find out your membership     

number?  

It is available through Unison Direct, 

08000857857 and on any Unison                 

correspondence that is sent to you through 

the post.  

Extra information :  

Children will be given popcorn and a drink 

upon their arrival for the morning shows.  

There is a licensed Bar for the Saturday  

evening show. Only Adults will be able to   

attend the Saturday evening show. 
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UNISON Scotland’s Local Government    

Committee are asking for your views on the 

pay offer that has been put forward by 

COSLA and the following article outlines their 

recommendation. It is really important that 

you let them know your views, .  

The consultative ballot on the revised pay  

offer is now live and you should have          

received the link to the ballot by email. The 

Ballot runs until midday on 29th November 

2021. 

The key elements of the offer are: 

An increase in the Scottish Local Government 

Living Wage (SLGLW) hourly rate to £9.78. 

An £850 flat rate increase for those earning 

less than £25,000 annually (4.72% - 3.43%   

depending on starting salary). Note this      

covers national Spinal Column Points 2-40 

and is calculated on a nominal 37 hour    

working week. 

A 2% increase for those earning between 

£25,000 and £40,000 annually 

A 1% increase for those earning between 

£40,000 and £80,000 annually 

A £800 flat rate increase for those earning 

more than £80,000 annually 

A back dating of the implementation date of 

the pay award and the increase in the SLGLW 

to 1st January 2021. To be clear this takes the  

value of the flat rate increase from £850 to  

approximately £1,062 in the year 1st April 

2021 to 31 March 2022.  

While it is acknowledged that the backdating 

element of the increase is non-recurring it 

equates to a 5.89% increase in the year for 

those earning at the current SLGLW rate. 

A 2% uplift of all nationally agreed allowances 

in line with the percentage uplift for those 

earning £25,000 to £40,000. This does not   

apply to First Aid and Distant Isles Allowanc-

es which are agreed separately 

A commitment to providing an equivalent   

offer to all Local Government bargaining 

groups and have done so based on the      

settlement provided. We understand that the 

Teaching unions requested a non-               

differentiated uplift (i.e. the same % to apply 

to all regardless of current salary) and that 

they have been offered a 1.22% uplift to all 

SNCT pay points. 

A commitment to continue to discuss the 

matter of professional fees associated with 

role in future outwith this settlement. 

A commitment to exploring with us ways in 

which we could achieve a no-detriment       

reduction in the working week. 

Why is the Local Government Committee   

recommending acceptance of the offer? 

In recommending this offer to you the Local 

Government Committee were mindful that: 

Significant progress has been made in        

negotiations with the employer – we have 

moved the amount of money the employer is 

offering those on the lowest pay up by a third 

and our negotiations have secured an         

additional £86m of investment into the pay 

bill. 

55% of local government workers earn below 

£25k per annum and the flat rate increase   

secured for those workers is the highest    

single uplift in a one year settlement for the 

lowest paid that has been achieved and is 

higher than those on equivalent pay points 

received in the NHS. 
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The increases for those on median and higher 

rates of pay are in line with the wider Scottish 

public sector pay policy and agreements 

reach in other public sector organisations. 

The principle of parity across the local      

government bargaining groups is reaffirmed 

and an equivalent offer has been made to 

them on this basis. SJC workers on the     

lowest pay will receive a higher percentage 

uplift than that proposed for their Teaching 

colleagues. 

Additional work will be undertaken to address 

the issues of work-life balance and the bur-

den of professional fees. 

Whilst the offer does not meet all aspects of 

the claim it makes progress in all areas of it. If 

the offer is rejected we would have to        

proceed with the selective strike action in 

those branches that secured a mandate 

amongst their school cleaning, school        

catering, school janitorial, waste and           

recycling staff, and look at the possibility of 

conducting additional statutory ballots for  

industrial action in other service groups. 

The progress made has been as a direct     

result of the campaign that we have built and 

all of the actions you have taken as part of 

that throughout the year. 

What did UNISON ask for? 

A settlement that runs for the period 1 April 

2021 to 31 March 2022 

A £2,000 flat rate increase to all spinal column 

points, or 6%, whichever is greater (based on 

a 37 hour working week). 

An underpinning minimum rate of pay of 

£10.50 per hour. 

A separate, additional payment towards pay 

restoration. 

An equivalent percentage or, the median paid 

where the base salary increase is paid as a 

flat rate, uprating of all allowances. 

No less than parity with other Local          

Government bargaining groups. 

All professional costs associated with the 

role to be met by the employer. 

A commitment to exploring ways in which to 

achieve a no-detriment reduction in the    

working week. 

An assessment of the pay gap against all  

protected characteristics. 

Why has it taken so long to get to this point? 

We know that the delay to securing this deal 

will have been a source of immense          

frustration for you. We submitted our pay 

claim on 16th December 2021. It took the   

employer over three to respond to that. After 

consulting you about that offer we went back 

to the employer to let them know that offer 

had been rejected and needed to be im-

proved. 

Over the months that followed we negotiated 

with them for an improved offer, we lobbied 

the Scottish Government for additional     

funding for local government to improve the 

offer and we campaigned across the summer 

on the issue of pay and then conducted      

formal statutory ballots for industrial action 

amongst select groups of workers. 

We wanted to give the employer every         

opportunity to put forward an acceptable    

offer. These efforts have seen the original   

offer revised upwards twice, to a point where 

your Local Government Committee can now 

recommend acceptance of the offer to you as 

the best that can be achieved through         

negotiation. 

What happens if the offer is rejected? 

If the offer is rejected we would have to     

proceed with the selective strike action in 

those branches that secured a mandate 

amongst their school cleaning, school        

catering, school janitorial, waste and           

recycling members, and look at the             

possibility of conducting additional statutory 

ballots for industrial action in other service 

groups. 
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UNISON members joined climate activists 

from around the world as they took to the 

streets of Glasgow on Saturday as part of the 

Global Day of Action for Climate Justice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public services play a vital role in helping to 

implement and coordinate paths for             

decarbonisation. UNISON is calling for public 

services to be at the heart of efforts to secure 

greener outcomes both nationally and locally, 

in our workplaces and communities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Monday, general secretary Christina 

McAnea launched UNISON’s own                 

environmental report, which outlines the 

course of action the government must take to 

decarbonise public services. 

 

 

Christina said: “Climate change affects all of 

our communities, all of our families and all of 

our workplaces. That’s why it’s so important 

that all of us, as trade unionists, are taking 

action in cities across the UK. 

“We’ve heard a lot about how COP26 is the 

last chance to keep temperature rises below 

1.5 degrees. 

“Whether these talks will succeed or not         

remains to be seen. But in being part of this 

protest we’re sending a clear signal on behalf 

of the working people we represent across 

the UK that we demand world leaders to do 

the right thing and put the interests of the 

planet and future generations first.” 
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UNISON has surveyed Social Care members 

on their experiences during the ongoing staff 

shortages and it’s clear that something needs 

to change in the sector. The people who are 

battling every day to arrange, support, and 

provide these essential services need       

support urgently from new staff coming in, 

but to also feel valued by their employer and 

their peers for all of their hard work. 

The National Care Service could fix many of 

the problems but this is literally years away; 

we need change now. UNISON will fight for 

change, but the only way to make that change 

is for every single UNISON member to play 

their part. 

So, in our first step towards addressing the 

crisis in the sector we are asking you to sign 

and share the petition on the UNISON      

Scotland website which will be presented to 

Kevin Stewart, Minister for Mental Wellbeing 

and Social Care. 

We need real change, so let’s stand for real 

change. 

The first step is a payment to every new start 

and every existing member of the workforce. 

Let’s attract people into the sector in a way  

that £10.02 per hour won’t, boosting recruit-

ment and retention.  In other areas like the 

NHS and Local Government workers like you 

wouldn’t be expected to work the type of 

shifts that you do without an allowance of 

some sort, so let’s respect what you do at 

work by fighting for an unsocial hours         

allowance and a night shift allowance.  

And finally, why should you pay your own 

SSSC and NMC fees? The whole country 

clapped for you last year but employers and 

the Government are happy for you to pay to 

be registered with these bodies even though 

your pay is so low. 

This is the beginning of our fight to Keep   

Carers in Care please join us.  

Stand with us and we can change the sector 

for everyone. 
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Now more than ever, is the time to ensure that we hold the correct and up to date details for 

you, particularly your email address. 

The Branch is always looking to improve communication to our members and we’re asking 

all members to register with myUNISON. This is a fairly easy process and only takes a few 

minutes. 

All you need to do is visit https:// www.unison.org.uk/my-unison and follow the steps for 

registration. You will require your UNISON membership number. 

Once you register you can update your personal details, including adding an e-mail address 

if there isn’t one  already on your membership file. Alternatively you can contact the Branch 

Office on 715900. 

Branch members who have an up to date email address on their membership file will        

receive emails with links to future editions of the Branch newsletter and also any                

important information which is emailed to members which is especially  important given the 

current circumstances 


